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A

t Norton Healthcare, our mission is to provide quality health care to those we serve in a
manner that responds to the needs of our communities and honors our faith heritage.
Norton Healthcare is a large not-for-profit health care system in Louisville, Kentucky,
with five hospitals and 1,837 licensed beds. The hospitals and health care system are the
Louisville area’s third largest private employer, providing care at more than 250 locations
throughout Kentucky and Southern Indiana. At Norton Healthcare, we strive to provide the best
opportunity for growth and development to all employees. An opportunity to support this
mission is being demonstrated by our respiratory therapy department through the advanced
respiratory therapist role.
System Respiratory Therapy Staffing
Norton Healthcare employs more than 200 respiratory therapists. Among these practitioners
is a unique group, responsible for more advanced and invasive procedures, initiation of protocols
and evidence-based research. These therapists are known as advanced respiratory therapists.
These therapists are staffed throughout each of the Norton Healthcare adult facilities; this will
also soon include Norton Children’s. Responsibilities of advanced practice therapists also
involve education; they serve as preceptors of students during clinical rotations as well as
orientation of new hires during the critical care portion of their onboarding.
Responsibilities of the Advanced Respiratory Therapist
An advanced practitioner has the same responsibilities as a traditional respiratory therapist, in
addition to higher level and invasive duties. These include:
•
•
•
•

Endotracheal intubation (via direct visualization or with the use of video laryngoscopy
equipment)
Insertion of arterial lines (which can be done by any respiratory therapist who has been
trained)
Peripheral IVs
In-depth patient assessment and recommendation to physicians for appropriate courses of
action

These therapists participate in monitoring the quality of care being delivered by respiratory
therapists across the system and also participate in quality improvement and education projects.
Advanced Therapist Research and Projects
Each year, an advanced respiratory practitioner participates in a project that promotes and/or
educates the respiratory therapy department, as well as physician and nursing colleagues. This
project might include teaching annual skills days, evidence-based research to improve patient
care, quality tracking and analyzing, or presentations at cardiopulmonary-related seminars.
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In his project, Ted Spencer, BS, RRT-ACCS, an advanced
respiratory therapist at Norton Hospital, educated a group of
physicians, advanced practice providers, nurses, respiratory
therapists and others about ventilator settings related to cardiac
output, and specifically the use of positive end-expiratory pressure
(PEEP) with the adult congenital heart population. Ted currently
is leading an interdisciplinary team of nurses and respiratory
therapists in a project to develop an incremental PEEP strategy for patients on mechanical
ventilation in order to provide optimal PEEP for protective lung-based ventilation.
At Norton Audubon Hospital, Billie Bland, BS, RRT-ACCS,
took advantage of an opportunity to help not only the respiratory
therapy department, but also several other colleagues. Billie’s
project included developing and implementing a step-by-step
guide to delivering inhaled nitric oxide (iNO). She supplemented
the procedure manual by highlighting details of the initial setup,
the pre-use check and the initiation of iNO. This guide has been
used by many in the respiratory therapy department at Norton Audubon Hospital, as well as the
Norton Audubon operating room when anesthesiologists and certified registered nurse
anesthetists (CRNAs) need to deliver inhaled nitric oxide via anesthesia ventilators.
At Norton Women’s & Children’s Hospital, Ashley Page,
BHS, RRT-ACCS, will use her project to implement an asthma
protocol for the pediatric emergency room and medical surgical
floor at the facility. She will provide education and training to a
team of respiratory therapists, physicians, and nurses in
preparation for implementation of the protocol. Ashley’s role will
be instrumental in ensuring successful outcomes of the protocol
implementation.
Advancement in Respiratory Therapy
Pathways for respiratory therapists have dramatically increased over the past several years.
The advanced respiratory therapy role at Norton Healthcare is one-way therapists can enhance
their clinical-based education while remaining at the bedside. Roles in management and
education don’t appeal to everyone. Along with the advanced respiratory therapist role,
practitioners at Norton Healthcare also have the option to become extra-corporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO) specialists and ECMO primers. While the formal advanced practice
respiratory therapy (APRT) curriculum and credentialing is being developed, therapists are
looking for ways to advance in their profession. The advanced respiratory therapy role at Norton
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Healthcare allows therapists to develop their skills and grow. Besides enhanced responsibilities,
and with these responsibilities there is an increase in salary. The advanced therapist option has
proved to be a valuable asset primarily for patients at Norton Healthcare, but also for its
respiratory staff members who cultivate their bedside practices skills.
Requirements for the Advanced Role
To be eligible for the advanced respiratory therapist role at Norton Healthcare, the following
criteria must be met:
•

Minimum of one year of respiratory therapy experience

•

Obtain an adult critical care specialty (ACCS) or a neonatal/pediatric specialty (NPS)
within 12 months of hire into the advanced respiratory therapy role.

•

NBRC registered respiratory therapy (RRT)

•

License to practice respiratory therapy in Kentucky

•

One year of critical care practice

•

Minimum of an associate degree in respiratory therapy

For more information, contact Sherri Frazier,
respiratory therapy recruiter, at
sherri.frazier@nortonhealthcare.org.

Norton Healthcare is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/Disability/Veteran/Sexual
Orientation/Gender Identity.
For more information visit NortonHealthcare.com
Professional Positions Posted at http://www.cobgrte.org/professionalpositions.html
*Norton Healthcare, *The University of Toledo, *University of South Alabama, *Texas State
University, *Liberty University, *University of Texas Health Sciences Center – San Antonio,
*University of Hartford, *University of North Carolina – Charlotte, *University of Virginia
Health System, *Salisbury University, *Skyline College, *Boise State University, *Canisius
College, *Boston Children’s Hospital, *Nova Southeastern University, *Northern Kentucky
University, *Iman Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University.
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“Don’t shy away from furthering your degree
and setting yourself up for future success.”

An Interview
Shawna Strickland PhD RRT RRT-NPS RRT-ACCS AE-C FAARC
Associate Executive Director
American Association for Respiratory Care
Interviewed by Karsten Roberts, MS, RRT, RRT-ACCS
CoBGRTE Social Media Committee Chair

Q. Tell us about your early days as a respiratory therapist. What
brought you to the field?
A. I wish I could tell you an inspiring story about how I entered the
field but, honestly, it was a product of needing to pick a stable career
in which I could get a job. My aunt was the executive assistant to the
Dean at Southern Illinois University-Carbondale College of Applied
Sciences & Arts at the time and she took me on a tour of the college
and helped me sit in on a few lectures. Respiratory therapy intrigued
me, and I started my academic path. During that time, I was able to
tour facilities such as Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital in St. Louis and meet the
respiratory therapy staff. What helped me persevere during the program was watching
how the RTs interacted with their patients. I wanted to make a difference like them. So, I
graduated with my Associates of Applied Science degree in RT and moved to Houston,
where I worked at Texas Children’s Hospital.
Q. Who were your mentors? What did they contribute to your career?
A. I love that mentors impact your professional development in ways that they may never
really understand, and you might not even recognize at the time. My first mentors were
leaders at Texas Children’s Hospital. Gary Sitler and Lee Evey helped me mature in
those first few years into a respiratory therapist who could make a positive difference in
the lives of my patients and my colleagues. The late Billy Lamb, who was a long-time
AARC and Missouri Society for Respiratory Care volunteer and leader, helped me
understand the importance of professional duty for safe and effective patient care and
how to get involved with the AARC and MSRC. I can still hear Billy asking, “will this
benefit the patient?” Cheryl Hoerr has had a significant impact on my leadership
development and style as well as helping me think through difficult situations. What I
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appreciate most about my mentors is that they never told me what to do; rather, they
helped me critically think through difficult situations to arrive at the best path.
Q. What prompted you to move into a leadership/education position?
A. I returned to academia to earn my Bachelor of Science in Health Care Management
because I knew that bedside care wasn’t my future. I loved working with patients, but I
was ready for new challenges. I had some experience in management as a relief
supervisor but wasn’t sure that was the best path for me. A colleague needed an adjunct
faculty member and asked if I was interested. After my first term, I knew that academia
was a good fit. I started teaching full time about a year later. Over the years, the
responsibilities grew – committees, taskforces, etc. – and opportunities in leadership
crossed my path. These opportunities weren’t just related to employment; volunteer
leadership opportunities presented themselves and the lessons I learned from serving in
those roles have been invaluable. From progressing to program director at the University
of Missouri to serving as a Missouri delegate to the AARC House of Delegates to serving
on the AARC program committee, I learned the value of effective communication,
teamwork, and organization. My combined volunteer and professional experiences set me
up for my current employment with the AARC.
Q. How did furthering your education contribute to your career path?
A. I can honestly say that I would not be in my position at the AARC without my graduate
education. Though some might credit the letters behind the name, I would argue that it is
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that come with the educational experience. I learned
how to be a good educator, how to critically evaluate literature, how to critically evaluate
assumptions – namely, my own – and how to work toward a shared goal. The educational
experiences presented me the opportunity to learn from others of different backgrounds,
cultures, and professions. Without these experiences, I would not have been qualified for
my current position nor would I be able to perform at a high level at the AARC.
Q. What are some key leadership lessons you have learned?
A. The first lesson I learned is that a title doesn’t automatically grant you respect. You must
earn respect through your actions: effective communication, setting clear expectations,
and supporting your team. Also, self-reflection is a skill worth developing. Not everyone
is able – or is willing – to reflect on their own contribution to a situation. Being able to
reflect, take ownership of your role in the situation, and plan for future success is vital to
growing as a leader. I have also learned that delegation is a key skill and one I continue to
develop. Delegation is used not only to effectively manage products and projects, but to
also provide your direct reports with activities and deliverables that can increase their
confidence, skills, abilities, and visibility in the organization and profession.
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Q. What would you recommend to new graduate therapists just beginning their career?
A. Experience everything! Learn about all the aspects of respiratory therapy, not just the
adrenalin-inducing activities. Demonstrate your dedication to the profession with your
RRT credential and specialty credentials like the RRT-NPS, RRT-ACCS, RPFT, and
RRT-SDS. Don’t shy away from furthering your degree and setting yourself up for future
success. If you earned an associate degree, check out baccalaureate degree advancement
programs. If you earned a baccalaureate degree, check out master’s degree programs.
Likely your employer has some sort of tuition reimbursement or forgiveness program.
Reach out to your state affiliate to learn about volunteer opportunities and networking
activities. And always renew your AARC membership!

Adult Advanced Care Internship
The Indiana University Health (IUH) Respiratory Care Department just concluded the first
adult advanced care internship for students pursuing a BS degree in respiratory therapy. The four
students in this first class are Emily Berghoff, Breanna Fickle, and Danielle Maynard from Ball
State University,
and Garrett Jessup
from Indiana
University. All four
students are seniors
in the Indiana
Respiratory
Therapy Education
Consortium,
Indianapolis, IN.
The students
participated in a
wide variety of
specialized
activities with the
ER Trauma Team,
ECMO team, Long Term Mechanical Ventilation Clinic, and Special Pathogens Unit, just to
name a few. After graduation in May 2019, they will be employed at IU Health. Joel Meacham,
Education Coordinator, and Cheri Bate, Education Manager, both from IU Health Respiratory
Care Department, along with Janice Johnson, program director, planned this rigorous 6-week
summer program as an advanced learning and recruitment tool for the department.
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Contact:
Janice Johnson, MS, RRT-NPS, AE-C
Program Director,
Indiana Respiratory Therapy Education
Consortium
Health Sciences Education
1701 N. Senate Blvd, Wile 629
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Phone 317-962-8475, FAX 317-962-2102,
jjohnson2@iuhealth.org

RT Graduate School Alumni Profiles
Sherri Vasas, MSRT, RRT-ACCS, RRT-NPS, has been working
in Respiratory Care for 18 years. Her clinical career began by
fulfilling her dream of working at Primary Children’s Medical
Center. She was fortunate to be immersed in respiratory care of
infants and children and to further develop her knowledge in that
realm. She later transferred to another facility and her career has
been primarily in neonatal intensive care. In the fall of 2015, Sherri
applied for an adjunct position at Weber State University and began teaching in the spring of
2016. In the fall of 2016 Sherri became a student in the first cohort in the Master of Science in
Respiratory Therapy (MSRT) Program at Weber State. She completed coursework in respiratory
therapy, education, and healthcare administration, with education being her chosen emphasis.
She completed her capstone project “Respiratory Therapy Program Curriculum Map, Weber
State University”. Weber State was fortunate enough to hire her as a full-time instructor in
January of 2018, and concerning that Sherri said, “I’m so grateful that, because of my graduate
schooling, I was in a position to be qualified for the job.” She graduated with her MSRT degree
in April from Weber State University. Sherri enjoys teaching courses in anatomy and
physiology, basic modalities, and neonatal/pediatrics. She is especially excited about using her
clinical experience in the NICU to further develop and improve neonatal and pediatric
instruction at the Weber State Program. Sherri stated, “I believe that in an ever changing and
advancing world, education is key to opening up new opportunities and experiences, even some
that we do not now know exist. I am grateful for the advances in our profession and I believe that
with continued education we can be prepared for the new opportunities that come and we make a
difference in the world of healthcare as respiratory therapists.”
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Andrea L. Forman MS, RRT-ACCS, RRT-NPS. The Master of
Science in Respiratory Care Leadership with a focus in Respiratory
Specialty Practice from Northeastern University has improved my
competence level in both adult critical care and neonatal and
pediatric intensive care. As a clinical educator, this has allowed me
to combine clinical expertise and a passion for teaching into a rich
and rewarding career. Northeastern’s courses such as Development
of Clinical Practice Guidelines and Respiratory Care Protocols
provided me with the foundation necessary to produce evidencebased clinical practice guidelines for a standardized approach to
patient care and quality patient outcomes.
Courses such as Applied Research in Respiratory Care emphasized the importance of
research and quality improvement initiatives in the field of respiratory care. Since graduating, I
have had two original abstracts accepted to the 31st Annual Rocky Mountain Interprofessional
Research and Evidence-Based Practice Symposium: Elevating Practice in Westminster, CO. I
will also be presenting at the American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC) Open Forum
in Las Vegas, NV on “Custom Task Trainer for the Placement of Esophageal Balloon Catheters.”
Professionally, I have become an active board member for the Colorado Society for
Respiratory Care (CSRC), with a commitment to future students, the community and profession
at large. Recently, I have also dedicated time to developing a certified preceptor program and
comprehensive onboarding orientation process for new team members. I aspire to use this as a
foundation for a RT New Graduate Residency Program for the University of Colorado Hospital
Aurora, CO.

Photos Needed for Web Site
The CoBGRTE Web Site Committee is in the process of replacing photos on each page of
the web site. Members are encouraged to send photos of students and faculty members during lab
or clinic exercises and other program activities for use on the web site. Let the us know if you
have sent photos of your Class of 2018 and wish to have them considered for use on the web site.
Photo credits will be provided on a separate web site “Photo Credits” page. The Committee also
plans to include university/college logos next to each program listed on the BSRT/MSRT roster
page that when clicked will take the reader to your web site. Please send to Tom
t.barnes@northeastern.edu your logo and photos (as a large jpg file), along with the URL to your
web site.
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The Road Not Taken, Respiratory Care Graduate Education
José D Rojas, PhD, RRT
Associate Professor and Chair
UTMB School of Health Professions
Department of Respiratory Care
As I write this article to congratulate and celebrate the accomplishments of a recent graduate,
I am reminded of the Robert Frost poem, “The Road Not Taken”. Many of our recent graduates
have been very much like the traveler in Frost’s poem. Just like the traveler in Frost’s poem, they
have come to a divide on their professional life’s journey. Which
road should they take? In Frost’s poem, the traveler says, “two
roads diverged in a wood, and I – I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”1
I would like to introduce you to Loren Kemp, MS, RRT-NPS,
AE-C. Loren graduated from the UTMB Master of Science in
Health Professions Program in 2017. Loren began her career in
respiratory care by graduating with an Associate of Applied Science degree from Collin County
Community College in Dallas in 2006. After working as a NICU therapist for four years and
earning her neonatal-pediatric specialty credential, she desired to further advance her career and
enrolled in the on-line BSRC program at Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, Texas.
She graduated with her BSRC in 2012. She continued working as a therapist and clinical
educator and was driven to earn the asthma educator credential. After shadowing Dr Jennifer
Anderson, her mentor at MWSU, Loren realized that the life of an educator is something that
truly appealed to her. Thus, in 2015 she enrolled in the education track of the Master of Science
in Health Professions program at UTMB. Loren completed another milestone by submitting her
thesis, “Pulmonary Rehabilitation, RRT Credentialing and 30-Day COPD Readmissions”,
which earned her the Master of Science degree. Even before graduating she was being recruited
by her alma mater as a part-time instructor, partly because of her talents, but also based on the
fact that she was on the verge of completing her master’s degree. Upon graduation Loren was
encouraged to use her thesis work to apply for the AARC Vision Grant. Loren submitted a
proposal titled “The Impact of Respiratory Care Education Levels on 30d COPD Readmission
Rates”. We are pleased to share the news of her grant award. In today’s climate it is not common
to receive a grant on a first submission.
Loren has taken a path less traveled by, and for her it has made all the difference. When
asked to reflect on her path, Loren states, “I am passionate about teaching and I love respiratory
care! This grant will allow me to further the research I started during my thesis, and that will
hopefully impact respiratory care education. While I do identify as a respiratory care practitioner,
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I am most proud of my role as a wife and mom. I have been married to the love of my life for 16
years and we share a beautiful 11-year-old daughter. “
Congratulations Loren, you are an inspiration to us all! We wish you Godspeed on the rest of
your journey!
REFERENCE
1. Frost, R. (1916). The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost. [online] Poetry Foundation.
Available at: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44272/the-road-not-taken
[Accessed 5 Aug. 2017].

Interview with
Laura Martinez, MS, RRT
Recent Graduate of the Master of Science Respiratory Therapy Program at
University of Texas Health Science Center – San Antonio, Texas
Q. What is your current position?
A. RRT, North Central Baptist Hospital & Clinical Support to UT Health
RRT students.
Q. What brought you to the field of Respiratory Care?
A. I feel like Respiratory found me. When my original post-graduation
plans didn’t work out, I decided to apply to the UT Health Master’s
Program for Respiratory Care. I interviewed with Professor Wettstein and felt inspired that
this was a field I could see myself joining.
Q. Any special projects you have recently worked on?
A. What drew me to my current employer was their various NICU programs and committees.
Working closely on an interdisciplinary team (including therapists, nurses and physicians) to
develop and modify protocols was an exciting prospect. I’ve recently started attending the
NICU’s Delivery Committee. I want to get more involved and be a stronger RT in this area
of expertise.
Q. In your first year following graduation, you now mentor and provide clinical supervision to
Respiratory Care students. How did you get involved with that?
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A. It was a natural progression to continue to be involved with the Respiratory Care Program
after I graduated. I was a strong student during my time in the program, tutoring classmates
and assisting faculty in the laboratory. I truly enjoyed teaching. So, when I was asked if I
wanted to continue post-graduation, it was an easy decision to make. Students make the
common mistake of trying to memorize facts, tables and paragraphs of information. With my
clinical background, it came naturally to me to help students see the patient as a bigger
picture, to explain material in a way they understand, and to apply it to the patients, rather
than merely memorizing. Having students in the clinical setting was a bit challenging at first
because textbook teaching is one thing but applying that to real patients, real life situations is
a new challenge for many of them. I love seeing them make the connection.
Q. What are the biggest rewards? Challenges?
A. Biggest rewards of being an RT? Knowing your job made the world of difference in saving a
life. I have the pleasure of working primarily in the NICU, and when you get to see parents
take their little one home finally, it’s a heartwarming feeling. We get these gut-wrenching
cases where the odds of survival are extremely low. But teaming with a group of nurses and
physicians to save these patients, you get to play a vital role that directly affects the outcome
of this new life.
The challenge of being an RT is that, depending where you work, you may not receive the
respect or recognition that is deserved. Respiratory often is still viewed as an “ancillary”
department. We must constantly prove our worth and demonstrate how our input with
patients matter.
Q. What are your favorite lessons to share with students/graduating RRTs?
A.
a. About their time as students?
I often tell students to maximize their time during rotations. I encourage them to ask
questions and to not be afraid to volunteer when the opportunity arises. This is what will
help them become competent RTs and will help show others the value of our profession.
b. Career Opportunities / Growing in the Profession
When I was a student, a director gave me the best piece of advice, “Your rotations are
long job interviews. Not only are you interviewing to be part of the hospital team, but you
are interviewing them as possible employers. It has to be the right fit for you both to be
able to grow and be happy there.” I have learned the Respiratory community can be very
small and everyone knows everyone. If it’s a place your considering applying to, then
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you really want to impress the staff. Show them that you’re a team player, that your eager
to learn and motivated.
I was fortunate to have job offers upon graduation but that wasn’t because I have a
master's degree. It was because I worked hard each day I was in clinic. Quite often I get
the opposite reaction to my degree, “Why get a master’s degree?”, instead of a certificate
or a bachelor’s. I believe the profession has so much room to grow. MSRC graduates
have a large responsibility on their shoulders to change the way the profession of
Respiratory Care is perceived. We can do so much more than give nebulizer treatments
and deserve at least a career path for growth.
Q. What was the biggest lesson learned in the first year after graduation about the profession?
A. The biggest lesson I learned my first year after graduation is that it is not an easy job.
Although, I really enjoy where I work, being a new graduate isn’t easy. I had to prove myself
to my co-workers and even the nursing staff; that I was more than competent to be in a
critical care unit. I remind students it is important to keep the right attitude, to be humble and
strive for excellence. Eventually, everyone else will see your determination and you will find
yourself included and valued for your skills.
Q. What are your future goals? Do you see yourself becoming more of a leader in the
profession? Faculty at an institution? Program Leader at a hospital? PhD or other continuing
education?
A. I have really enjoyed being at the bedside in the NICU. I would like to join a transport team,
maybe even explore ECMO. Being a leader is important to me and I hope to become a team
lead. I would like to join the faculty of a Respiratory Care program someday, and perhaps
obtain a PhD. Having a PhD may open many opportunities and challenges that excite me. It
is still too soon for me to make that commitment. For now, I enjoy perfecting my clinical
skills and continuing to learn.
Q. In what direction do you see the profession going?
A. I hope that with more MSRC students practicing in our region, we can gain more
responsibility, respect, more pay. Hopefully we are laying the foundation for Respiratory Care
becoming an advanced practice.
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CoBGRTE Institutional Members
Indiana Respiratory Therapy Consortium
Georgia State University
Weber State University
Boise State University
Bellarmine University
Rush University
Salisbury University
University of Toledo
The Ohio State University
State University of New York Upstate Medical University - Syracuse
Northeastern University
University of Texas Medical Branch - Galveston
Wheeling Jesuit University
Texas State University
University of South Alabama
Long Island University
University of North Carolina – Charlotte
Louisiana State University Health Science Center – New Orleans
Midwestern State University
Jefferson College of Health Sciences
Youngstown State University
Nova Southeastern University
Loma Linda University
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
State University of New York at Stony Brook
University of Texas Health Science Center – San Antonio
University of Hartford
University of Kansas Medical Center
College of Southern Nevada
Highline College
University of Akron
Oregon Institute of Technology
Augusta University
CHI St. Alexius Health-University of Mary
Valencia College
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CoBGRTE Institutional Members – Continued
Kettering College of Medical Arts
Shenandoah University
Middle Georgia State University
York College of Pennsylvania
Respiratory Care Board of California
Texas Southern University
St. Catherine University
Armstrong State University
University of Virginia Medical Center
Iman Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University
Seattle Central College
Florida Southwestern State College
Utah Society for Respiratory Care
Intermountain Healthcare
Southern Connecticut State University
Washington Adventist University
Northern Kentucky University
Boston Children’s Hospital
California Society for Respiratory Care
Respiratory Care Society of Washington
Samford University
Canisius College
Carlow University
University of Washington Medical Center
Jacksonville State University
Modesto College
Newberry College
Eastern Tennessee State University
University of Cincinnati
University of Michigan – Flint
Liberty University
Ozarks Technical College
North Carolina Respiratory Care Board
Skyline College
Vidant Medical Center
Norton Healthcare
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If you haven’t already decided to become a CoBGRTE member after visiting
www.cobgrte.org, the following are 14 reasons why you should join the coalition.

Reasons Why You Should Become a CoBGRTE Member
1. Award scholarships to baccalaureate and graduate respiratory therapy students.
2. Assist in the development of ASRT to BSRT Bridge Programs.
3. Collectively work towards the day when all respiratory therapists enter the profession
with a baccalaureate or graduate degree in respiratory care.
4. Support a national association, representing the 63 colleges/universities awarding
baccalaureate and graduate degrees in respiratory care, to move forward the
recommendations of the third 2015 conference.
5. Help start new baccalaureate and graduate RT programs thus leading to a higher quality
of respiratory therapist entering the workforce.
6. Work to change the image of the RT profession from technical-vocational-associate
degree education to professional education at the baccalaureate and graduate degree level.
7. Mentoring program for new graduates as well as new faculty members.
8. Join colleagues to collectively develop standards for baccalaureate and graduate
respiratory therapist education.
9. Develop public relations programs to make potential students aware of baccalaureate and
graduate respiratory therapist programs.
10. Help to publicize, among department directors/managers, the differences between
respiratory therapists with associate, baccalaureate and graduate degrees.
11. Access to over 45 Spotlight articles on BSRT and RT graduate programs, and major
medical centers.
12. Round table discussion dinners and Meet & Greet member receptions held in conjunction
with the AARC Summer Forum and the International Congress.
13. Help to support maintaining a roster and web site for all baccalaureate and graduate
respiratory therapist programs.
14. Collaborate with CoARC and AARC to improve respiratory therapy education.
Become a CoBGRTE member by completing the application on the Membership Page:
http://www.cobgrte.org/membership.html
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Northeastern University
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Texas State University
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University of Texas Medical Branch
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